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Background

3. Uncertainties in the data sets used in the modelling

In the UK, the AENEID model (Atmospheric Emissions for National
Environmental Impacts Determination) has been developed to model
the spatial distribution of ammonia (NH3) emissions (Dragosits et al.,
1998). Firstly, the model spatially distributes the emission sources
(livestock and crops/grassland from the Agricultural Census Data) in
the landscape, linking it to land cover data, and secondly, the model
calculates the emission map using emission factors.
Assessing the robustness of NH3 emission inventories is important as
the spatial outputs are used to estimate environmental impacts, e.g.
through the assessment of critical loads. Incorrect mapping of
emissions therefore leads to error in the assessment of potential

process
Uncertainties in the land cover map and the parish dataset

4. Uncertainties in the emission factors applied
Average emission potentials fail to capture regional and temporal
variations
Example: The cattle grazing season

Cattle emission factor
during the housing season

Cattle emission factor
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environmental impacts.

1. Uncertainties in the data representing the sources
Main input: Agricultural Census Data

Agricultural Census Data
(parish aggregated)

Statistical
errors

Spatial
errors

Proportion of farms
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5. Temporal uncertainties
Annual NH3 emission inventories fail to capture seasonal trends
in emissions

Methods applied to
compensate for
non-respondents
Relationship between
farm and parish zone
boundaries
The emission result changes
depending on type of
aggregation zones applied

2. Uncertainties in the modelling methodology
Uncertainties in the assumptions applied to link emissions with
landcover
I) Average farming practice applied, i.e. failure to incorporate
regional variations
II) Uncertainties due to the assumption that all emissions
occur within the parish of origin of farm census returns
a)

b)

a) Applying poultry emissions in the parish of origin
b) Applying poultry emissions from the same farms as in a) in a diamondshaped zone around the farms

Conclusions
Modelling NH3 emissions involves converting various input data into
outputs of spatially distributed NH3 emissions using mathematical
expressions. Uncertainties in the modelling results are therefore
associated with the quality of the input data and the datasets used in
the modelling process, as well as the modelling methodology applied.
These uncertainties may be of two different types; uncertainties in the
magnitude of emissions (mainly associated with the emission factors
applied), and uncertainties in the spatial location of emissions.
Furthermore, annual NH3 emission inventories are associated with
temporal uncertainties due to the seasonal variability in environmental
conditions and farming practice.
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